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UPON COMPLETION THIS FORM IS FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
NOTE TO ALL USERS: This form is used to collect industrial capability information. All in-house Government sources of information are to be searched for applicable data which is then entered on the form by Government personnel prior to presenting the form to contractors. Contractors may then be requested to verify the Government data and to provide any missing or more current data for the form. Contractors are encouraged to provide requested information in the format most efficient to their internal reporting practices and products, including the use of electronic data transfer to the maximum extent available. To minimize the burden on industry, Government representatives are instructed to tailor this questionnaire by extracting those data elements specifically needed in this solicitation.
 
Participation by contractors is voluntary. The signatures attest that the information contained herein is provided for the sole purpose of gauging the adequacy of the U.S. industrial base to meet defense requirements in accordance with applicable laws and regulations. Further, the signatures indicate an awareness of the Government's dependence upon accurate data as a basis for appropriate and cost effective measures to assure sufficient and timely support to U.S. warfighters. The signatures hereon in no way bind the named firm(s) to the Government in any legal contractual relationship, nor is the Government obligated to contract with the named firm if procurement of the items specified herein is required. It is understood that access to this data will be limited to duly accredited officials of the Department of Defense who are subject to penalties for unlawful disclosure.  The protection given to data relating to your facility under the espionage act and other statutes will confine accessibility within the Government to those responsible for the defense of the United States.
  
SECTION I. FACILITY INFORMATION
 
This section identifies the industrial base entity, location, size, parent, and ownership status.
 
1. Company of US Government Department/Facility
 
    a. Site Name. This is respondent's legal name and includes qualifiers such as, division, subsidiary, or next higher organizational entity. This block of data pertains to the location about which information is being collected. Do not include information about off-site locations with capabilities irrelevant to defense requirements. 
 
    b. Address. Include physical street address, city, state or province, and zip code. Nine digit zip codes are preferred for U.S. entities, and 10 character zip codes for Canadian entities. 
 
    c. Mailing Address. Check box if mailing address is same as physical address. Include mailing address if different from physical address. Include PO Box or street address, city, state or province, and zip code. Nine digit zip codes are preferred for U.S. entities, and 10 character zip codes for Canadian entities.
 
    d. Internet Address. This is the World Wide Web site address for this particular entity, if available
 
    e. Status of Ownership.
 
       (1) Government Facilities. From the drop down menu, select Government Owned Government Operated, GOGO facilities, Government Owned Contractor Operated, GOCO, or not applicable.  
 
       (2) Commercial Facilities. If applicable, from the drop down menu, select ” Publicly Traded" which indicates this entity's stock is traded on the public stock exchange, "Privately Held" if not a stock held company, or “Foreign”. If not, leave blank 
 
       (3) % Foreign Ownership. Please indicate the percentage of foreign ownership, if applicable.
 
    f. Business Classification
 
       (1) Facility DUNS Number. This is a nine-character code assigned by Dun & Bradstreet Financial Services that identifies corporate entities.
       (2) CAGE Code. This is the acronym for Commercial and Government Entity. It is a five character, alphanumeric designator and identifies contractors doing business with the Government. If a contractor or facility has multiple CAGE Codes, contact the requesting government representative, identified in Block 4, for assistance.
 
       (3) NAICS. This is the acronym for The North American Industry Classification System. This is the standard used by Federal statistical agencies in classifying business establishments for the purpose of collecting, analyzing, and publishing statistical data related to the U.S. business economy.
 
       (4) Product and Service Code (PSC). Also referred to as federal supply codes, product service codes are used by the U.S. Government to describe the products, services, and research and development purchased by the government.
 
       (5) Small Business. From the drop down menu, select yes or no if the company, legal entity, or facility referenced in this questionnaire is considered a small business by the U.S. Small Business Administration (SBA). Refer to SBA's website (www.sba.gov) for definition of a small business and size standards.
   
2. Manufacturing Site Point of Contact.  Enter the name of the primary point of contact for this site, their job title, telephone number including area code, fax number including area code, and e-mail address.  Enter date of survey completion. 
 
3. Parent Company or Government Headquarters. Check box if not applicable. This is identifying information for the manufacturing site's parent company and/or next higher organizational entity. If Government Owned, this block should cite the component's identity and command: i.e., U.S. Army Tank and Automotive Command; U.S. Navy, Naval Sea Systems Command; U.S. Air Force, Air Force Materiel Command, etc. 
 
4. Requesting Government Representative. Enter the agency of the requesting Government representative, their command, organization, their name, job title, telephone  number including area code, fax number including area code e-mail address, date, and address. Indicate Defense Switched Network by using the acronym "DSN". The representative should provide date when submitting a request for information. Use e-mail address to facilitate communications and exchange of information with the manufacturing site point of contact
 
5. Remarks. This block may be used by the site point of contact or Government representative to provide clarifying statements or guidance for using the submitted information.  
 
SECTION II. BUSINESS PROFILE
 
1. Financial Profile.
 
    a. Annual Sales.  Government representative will input the current or base year to indicate for which year's annual sales are requested. For the years indicated, provide annual sales from services, products, and other in dollars. Provide description of other sales.
 
    b. Facility Workload Distribution (Percentage of Annual Sales). Government representative will input the current or base year to indicate for which year's annual sales are requested. For the years indicated, provide the facility/ legal entities' annual sales allocation among its customer base expressed as a percentage. If known, provide a breakdown of DoD sales percentages in i. through v. which will total in vi. If the breakdown of DoD percentages is not known, enter total DoD percentage in vii..
 
Total DoD = Army + Navy/Marines + Air Force + Other Defense Agencies + Foreign Military Sales. 
Total DoD + Domestic Commercial Sales + Direct Commercial Sales + Foreign Commercial Sales + other Government must add up to 100%.
Definitions:
 
· Facility Workload Distribution: The allocation of company sales among its customer base for a facility expressed as a percentage. 
 
· Foreign Military Sales (FMS): That portion of U.S. security assistance authorized by the AECA and conducted on the basis of formal contracts or agreements between the United States Government and an authorized recipient government or international organization. FMS includes government-to-government sales of defense articles or defense services from DoD stocks or through new procurements under DoD-managed contracts, regardless of the source of financing.
 
· Domestic Commercial Sales (DCS): A sale of non DoD product or commercial products or services in the domestic market. 
 
· Direct Commercial Sales (DCS): A sale of defense articles or defense services made under a Department of State issued license by U.S. industry directly to a foreign buyer, and that is not administered by DoD through FMS procedures. 
 
· Foreign Commercial Sales:  commercial sales to non-military foreign commercial customers. 
 
· Other Government: Sales to all other government agencies
 
    c. Provide the past years balance sheet, income statement, and cash flow statements in a separate attachment if this information is not available in the public domain. 
 
2. Facility Investments. Government representative will input the current / base year to indicate for which years' information is requested. Capital investments are those costs to acquire or improve capital assets, such as buildings, facilities, or machinery equipment. For the years indicated, provide description, dollar amounts ($) and percent government versus contractor contributions. Use the add / remove row if applicable.
 
 3. Employment. Government representative to indicate for which years employment data are needed. For the years indicated, provide data for direct and indirect employment. Use the add / remove row if applicable. Provide information regarding unions at the site. Use the add / remove row if applicable.
 
 4. Facility Capacity Utilization and Square Footage. 
 
    a. Facility Capacity Utilization (%) Government representative to indicate for which year's facility capacity utilization and square footage are requested. 
 
 
Definitions:
 
Facility Capacity Utilization is a ratio of a manufacturer's actual production to their full production capability. The rate shows how much of a plant's production capability is being utilized. 
 
Note: Full Production Capability - The greatest level of output that a plant can maintain within the framework of normal operations and downtime. This definition assumes inputs are kept constant and a level of output attained by the plant in the last five years (again assuming constant inputs of labor and capital).
 
    b.Square Footage For the years indicated, provide square footage in thousands (K).
 
    c. Facility Buildings, Floor Space, and Acreage. Provide if there is existing floor space for expansion, and if applicable, how much.
5. Program and Product Identification. Government representative will pre populate the table with known products, programs, and customers. Industry representative to provide military and commercial products, related programs, and customers supported at the site as necessary. Use the add / remove row if applicable.
SECTION III - MANUFACTURED ITEM 
 
1. Item Identification. Requesting Government Representative will identify those manufactured item names for which production information is being solicited. This will include providing the associated program (government representative should prepopulate), Contractor should validate programs supported, NSN, Part Number/Other Identifier information, NAICS Code if available.
 
    f. Identify whether or not this item is single or sole source from the drop down menu.
  
Definitions:
 
· Single Source: The only supplier with the required capabilities to provide an item now, but other suppliers are available if needed, given sufficient time and money to qualify the same or similar item. 
 
· Sole Source: No other supplier has the required capabilities to provide an item.
 
    g. Identify applicable Defense Industrial Base (DIB) functions for this item. Check all that apply.
 
    h. Current (%) of total sales at this facility. Sales of manufactured item as compared in % to total facility sales.
 
    i. Unit of Measure. Specify units (Each, Pounds, Feet, etc.)
 
    j. Shelf Life (years)
 
2. Item Price Data - Government representative to indicate current base year for price to the Government for the manufactured item. Enter price of this item for the years indicated. Assume order quantities are equal each year and procured on separate annual contracts (i.e. no multi-year).  
 
3. Item Procurement Lead Time (in weeks or months)
 
    a. Government Initial Order. The lead time required to design and produce this item to government specifications, within the state of the art (without extensive research and development) by a manufacturer who has not previously produced this item. This includes the time necessary to design, obtain plan approval and tooling, procure materials and subcomponents, manufacture, assemble, test, and prepare the first production unit for shipment.
 
    b. Government Repeat Order (Manufacturing Lead time). Lead time required to produce this item to government specification, identical, except for minor changes, to items previously ordered. The interval between the dates a manufacturer accepts an order and the shipment date of the first complete production unit. Generally, the production lead time of a repeat order is less than that required on an initial order since design and approval of plans will be considerably less and the tooling required for production are available. 
 
    c. Commercial Initial Order. The lead time required to design and produce this item to commercial specifications, within the state of the art (without extensive research and development) by a manufacturer who has not previously produced this item. This includes the time necessary to design, obtain plan approval and tooling, procure materials and subcomponents, manufacture, assemble, test, and prepare the first production unit for shipment.
       down to Indicate government, company ownership, or prime contractor and enter purchase amount in j. if applicable. 
 
     j. Shared Capacity. Use the drop down to Indicate whether the production line is shared or dedicated.
 
5. Competitors. List all known competitors for this item, company name, address, cage code and DUNS number. Use the add / remove row if applicable. DUNS should be filled in by Government representative upon receipt of completed survey by contractor. Can find DUNS in SAM or DLA Cage Code site.
 
 6. Item Capabilities. 
 
Definitions:
 
·  Essential Capability: Skills, knowledge, facilities, equipment, processes, and technologies necessary to meet defense production, repair, or maintenance requirements that would require major investment and/or significant time to reconstitute if lost.
 
·  Unique Capability: Skills, knowledge, facilities, equipment, processes, and technologies that do not exist at another facility/site and could not be recreated within cost and schedule parameters to support defense requirements. 
 
    (1) Trades, Skills, and Professions. Identify those essential trades, skills, and/or professions that would be essential for producing manufactured item 1.a. and if any are unique. Provide the average time, in terms of months, to hire each of these skills and cost, time and cost to train new hires to reach maximum proficiency levels, any degree requirements, number of employees with skillset, average years of experience, and average age. Use the add / remove row if applicable. (1).a. Identify why any of the capabilities in (1) are unique.
 
    (2)  Processes/ Equipment. Identify the facility essential processes, along  with essential equipment associated with each step including work stations, production equipment, test equipment, and identify if the processes and equipment are unique. From the drop down menu, Identify if items are in-house or subcontracted. Provide the cost in dollars ($) and lead time in months for the replacement of the production resources identified above. Use the add / remove row if applicable. (2).h. Identify why any of the capabilities in (2) are unique.
 
    (3) Technologies. Identify product and process technologies most critical to produce the item in 1.a. Check all technology types that apply. Use the add / remove row if applicable. From the drop down menu, identify if the company owns the patent/intellectual property for this product or process, and if company relies on other patent/intellectual property.  (3) b. Identify why any of the technology capabilities in (3) are unique.
           
Definitions 
 
·  Advanced Technologies: Technologies that are highly developed or complex technologies that are ahead of the times.
 
·  Dual Use Technologies: Technologies developed for use in both the defense and commercial sectors. 
 
·  Essential Technologies: Technologies regarded as absolutely necessary, indispensable, or requisite.
 
·  Emerging Technologies: Technologies that have demonstrated the potential for improving cost, performance, quality, or quantity, but are not fully employed at the present time. The technology is more advanced than those currently available to the marketplace in the same or other industries. 
 
 ·  Enabling Technologies: Technologies that provide a major impact on cost, quality, quantity, and performance.
    d. Commercial Repeat Order. The lead time required to produce this item to commercial specifications, identical, except for minor changes, to items previously ordered. Generally, the production lead time of a repeat order is less than that required on an initial order since design and approval of plans will be considerably less and the tooling required for production are available.
 
    e. Estimate time to restart production line from cold start to replace all capabilities and re-qualification.  Time interval in months between contract award and delivery of first unit if the production line was to have been inactive.
 
    f. Estimate cost to restart production line from cold start to replace all capabilities and re-qualification. Cold status. Production line is inactive, production rate is zero. 
 
4. Item Production Data.  
 
    a. Estimated Current Year Item Production for U.S. Government End Use . Use the drop down menu to identify as units per weeks, months, or years. Identify the current, maximum, and minimum sustaining rates of this item to be produced in this current year that will be sold directly to the U.S. Government or will be included in some other product that is sold to the U.S. Government. If the end use of some or all of this item produced at this site is not known, provide your best "educated guess". Do not include items for Foreign Military Sales.. 
 
Definitions: Note: Shifts, hours, days is what is being worked. 
 
·  Current Production Rate. Current monthly production rate for this item to meet contractual requirements. Also identify the shift basis in effect. (1-Shift, 8-Hour Shift, 5-days per week (1-8-5), 2-8-5, etc.)
 
·  Maximum Production Rate. Accelerated production with existing facilities and equipment in a peacetime environment. No declared national emergency. 
 
·  Minimum Sustaining Rate - The lowest level of utilization necessary to ensure the continued viability and vitality of a given industrial capability.
 
    b. Estimate the time to reach maximum production rate for the product. The units should be in months.  Provide time to reach maximum production and limiting factors to reach maximum production rate.
 
    c. Enter cost to reach maximum production rate.
 
    d. Enter limiting factors to reach maximum production rate.
 
    e. Estimated Month and Year Production Line Goes Cold. Estimated YYYY/MM when the production line supporting this item will be shut down unless additional orders are placed for this or other supported items.
 
    f. Economic Order Quantity. The optimum (least cost) quantity of this item which should be produced monthly. Economic Order Quantity is a formula that allows you to calculate the ideal quantity of inventory to order for a given product. The calculation is designed to minimize ordering and carrying costs.
 
    g. Qualified Manufacturer (time). Manufacturer has current technical data package and has passed First Article Test, or a comparable test in advance of actual procurement, which demonstrates their capability to meet specified requirements for this item. If the supplier is a qualified manufacturer, provide time  to qualify.
 
    h. Qualified Manufacturer (cost) If the supplier is a qualified manufacturer, provide cost to qualify.
 
    i. Technical Data Package Ownership If a current technical data package is available for a potential item manufacturer, use the drop
SECTION IV  - Production Surge
 
1. Item Surge Requirements. Potential demand by planning personnel to be completed by Requesting Government Representative only when requesting increased production requirements planning. 
 
2. Time and Cost Constraints. Provide time and cost to reach surge requirements in part 1 of section IV within your production facilities and supply chain. Provide time and cost for entire supply chain. For your facilities and supply chain list what factors limit production (i.e., production equipment, test, tooling, skilled labor, etc.).  Include all that apply. Provide what is the longest length of time you and your supply chain can operate at the surge production rate, and any further explanation as to what constrains the capability to surge production.
 
3. Supply Chain Limitations/Bottlenecks. List the supplier(s) and associated component(s) that are bottlenecks to surge or have production limitations. Provide the current maximum production rate and manufacturing lead time for each line item. Provide the time and cost to surge each line item to the requirements in part 1 of section IV and explain what factors limit production for each line item (i.e., production equipment, test, tooling, skilled labor, etc.). Explain why the component is a bottleneck. Use the add / remove row if applicable.
 
4. Competing Production Requirements.  List the other planned items produced at this site which are competing for resources required by the item being evaluated, and which therefore may impact the capability to surge to the requirements in part 1 of section IV. Describe resources used. Use the add / remove row if applicable.
 
5. Other Considerations. Explain any other factors or considerations impacting capability to surge.
 
 
·  Obsolete Technologies: Technologies that do not provide desired cost, performance, quantity, or quality, or are no longer available, but are still employed at the present time. More advanced technology is available in the same or other industries. The technology is continuing to be employed due to the cost to change, non-compatibility of other technology to the weapon system, or insufficient future requirements exist to warrant a change.
 
·  Unique Technologies: Technologies that do not exist at another facility/site and could not be recreated within cost and schedule parameters to support defense requirements.
 
    (4)  a. thru e. Identify if there are any unique manufacturing equipment or tooling that would be a single point failure. If yes, identify product(s), equipment, and tooling that would be a single point failure. Identify mitigation of single point failures and time and cost to mitigate.
 
 7. Product Workload Assessment. Government representative to indicate for which years product workload data are needed.
 
      a. Units Delivered  - include the number of units delivered and estimates for the specified years 
 
      b. Dollar Value - include the dollar value ($) of units delivered and estimates for the specified years in thousands (K).
 
      c. Square Footage - include the square footage necessary to produce this item or product for the specified years in thousands (K). 
 
      d. Product Capacity Utilization. Capacity utilization in terms of production output for a product. The units should be in percentages. 
 
8. Key Subcontractors. Use the add / remove row if applicable.
 
      a.  - c. Identify information for those companies supplying key material, items, or components critical to the production of Item 1.a. 
 
      d.  - f. Self- explanatory. DUNS should be filled in by Government representative upon completion of survey from contractor. Can find DUNS in SAM or BINCS.
 
      g. Material Cost. Value of the material, item, component, or service identified as a percentage of the current unit cost to the Government for Item 1.a. This value should account for the total quantity of this material, item, component, or service required for each unit of Item 1.a
 
      h. Manufacturing Lead Time. Lead time experienced or planned by this business entity for acquiring the material, item, component, or service. Qualify lead time as being measured in weeks, or months
 
      i. List qualified alternate sources
 
      j. Time to qualify the item 
 
      k. Cost ($) to qualify the item 
 
      l. What makes their product important?
 
      m. Subcontractor Issues. Identify any issues with current suppliers including required risk mitigation with cost ($) and time   (months) to mitigate risk. Use the add / remove row if applicable.
          
9. Research and Development (R&D) Investments. Government representative to indicate for which years R&D data are needed. Provide a description of R&D initiatives including Internal Research and Development (IRAD) for the item of interest along with amount. Include percent paid by government versus contractor. Use the add / remove row if applicable. 
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